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The world's first Spherical Tokamak to obtain high temperature plasmas was the START
device which began operation at Culham in 1991. Although originally a low-budget
experiment based on spare equipment, START has been continually upgraded and can now
obtain large plasmas (R = 0.32m, a = 0.26m giving 'spherical' plasmas of over 1m in
overall diameter), plasma currents of over 200kA and a plasma duration of louger than 40
msec. In 1994, it was decided to augment the programme by testing out the effects of
additional heating by neutral beam injection using a 40kcV, 0.5MW neutral beam injector
lent to Culham by ORNL in the USA. To aid this, the plasma diagnostics have recently
been much improved, with the addition of a 30 point Thomson scattering system, a high
speed video camera capable of 40,000 fps, tomography from three new SXR cameras, 20
channel spectroscopic ion temperature diagnostics and an NPA capable of observing
energies up to 50keV.

Experiments on START have produced stable, naturally elongated D-shaped plasmas at
aspect ratios down to 1.25. The operating space (density, current) of STA.RT is at least as
large as for conventional tokamaks and temperatures of lkcV and densities greater than
10 m'] have been produced. Energy confinement is as good as or better than H-roode
scalings from conventional devices although ELMs are not observed. A particularly notable
result is that current-terminating disruptions, which could be very damaging in a large
device and which are a key issue for ITER are so far (28,000 discharges) completely absent
in START for aspect ratio S 1.8. Recently, the addition of new X-point coils has enabled
studies of scrape-off layer, confinement and stability in highly triangular diverted plasmas to
be made, enhancing even further the operating space of the device.

It is important to determine if these good properties are retained with strong additional
heating. The ORNL beam, which is injected tangentially and has a full-width-half-
maximum of- 15cm, has now been installed on the START experiment and is operating in
hydrogen. Studies began in late 1995 with low power injection into START plasmas,
which showed that the good plasma properties were retained, with the beam producing a
slow increase in density, a 20% increase in ion temperature and a redistribution of the
electron temperature. The overall effect was that the total energy of the plasma was
increased by -30% when compared to a plasma with similar electron density and geometry.
Detailed results of the effect of auxiliary heating at power levels ^ POHMIC o n t n e operating
regime, stability, energy confinement and achievable beta will be presented.
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